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Enjoy the ultimate scary movie night with JBL
Soundbars this Halloween!

New soundbars hair ‘raise’ the bar with epic bass and surround sound

JBL, pioneers of immersive sound, has unleashed three new Soundbars ensuring your

Halloween home experience just got even more epic! Feel the power of deeper bass and spine-

tingling surround sound to create the perfect Halloween movie night in.  

 

The new soundbars provide a range of home entertainment options including a compact, all-in-

one solution, a deep bass beauty and a surround-sound room-filler, ensuring there is something

for everyone this Halloween.
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JBL BAR 5.1 Surround

For the ultimate scary movie fan, the JBL 5.1 is the perfect addition. Thanks to JBL's

proprietary MultiBeam technology, panoramic surround sound is now available without

additional rear speakers and cables. The special configuration of five full range drivers and two

side-firing tweeters delivers a frightening real room-filling experience.

 

JBL BAR 2.1 Deep Bass
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Next in the range, the JBL Bar 2.1 Deep Bass, turns your living room into your own private

cinema or stadium. Get the popcorn out and prepare to be scared with incredible deep bass with

built in Dolby Digital. Offering powerful sound and a slim design, Bar 2.1 Deep Bass also lets

you stream music from a mobile or tablet with Bluetooth.

 

JBL BAR 2.0 All-In-One

The compact yet powerful JBL Bar 2.0, is an all-in-one soundbar with a built-in bass port and

incredibly simple set up. Perfect for those looking to boost the audio of a bedroom or small

living room TV the Bar 2.0 also features built in Bluetooth for music streaming.

Whether you bring your entire crew together or cosy up with your loved one, JBL’s new

soundbar range offers incredible bass and surround sound quality. Turn your everyday TV into

an immersive home cinema with JBL this Halloween!

 

Availability and Price

All new Soundbars are now available on jbl.com



 

JBL Soundbar 5.1 Surround is available now for € 599.99.

JBL Soundbar 2.1 Deep Bass is available now for € 349.99.

JBL Soundbar 2.0 All-In-One is available now for € 179.99.
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